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ABSTRACT
Nuclear power plants and facilities have been implementing digital system upgrades into their
previously analog systems for well over twenty years. New nuclear facilities’ control, security, and
emergency preparedness systems are almost exclusively built on digital architectures with a high
degree of communication between the various systems that are often integrated together into a
central control station to aid in operation or security of the facility. As digital systems become more
widespread in nuclear facility control system architectures, cyber security related issues have
become a significant concern to operators, regulators, governments, and other groups. Among the
many concerns related to digital systems and cyber security is the area of common cause and
common mode failures.
This paper introduces, defines, and discusses some sources of common cause failure from a
cyber security perspective: common vector access. This refers to specific access points that an
adversary can exploit through a single attack sequence that have the potential to provide relational
failures through common cause on multiple components, subsystems, systems, or plants. This paper
will further discuss interconnected processes where these access points may exist, the importance
of limiting or controlling these pinch points, and some methods of protecting common vector access
points.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Common cause or common mode failures (CCF) can occur due to a variety of factors: improper
operation, poor quality control, lack of diversity in design, poor software coding practices in digital
equipment, etc. Nuclear facilities are increasingly integrating digital components into their systems, with
new nuclear power plants being built today being fully digital. In the past, where systems were developed
specifically for use within nuclear power plants, they are now developed for larger application, of which
nuclear power is a small portion. The systems being put in place are becoming increasingly complex in
their hardware and software. The hardware today has added functionality that isn’t necessary for the
function of the plant. The size and complexity of software code in these devices is becoming so great that
it is difficult to understand everything that is occurring and it creates challenges for validating the functional
logic within the code. The complexity within digital control systems also provides opportunities for
adversaries to attack these systems in ways that did not exist in the past.
An interconnected process is any process that allows data, software, or hardware to move into, out of,
or make changes to the system of concern [1]. An interconnected process would provide a mechanism for
a cyber upset such as malware insertion that would permeate multiple components, systems, or plants that
might be connected to that process and allow for a relational CCF across multiple systems or plants. These
relational failures would likely originate from the same or similar process or manufacturer. Such failures
are not limited to malicious activity, for example, poor quality control at an automobile tire manufacturer
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led to large-scale recalls of tires due to premature failure that caused 46 deaths and hundreds of accidents
[2].
Common vector access (CVA) or a common vector access point (CVAP) refers to a specific access
point within an interconnected process that an adversary would exploit through a single attack sequence
that has the potential to provide relational failures through common cause (common cause access) on
multiple components, subsystems, systems, or plants. In CCF, two or more components within a system or
systems fail due to a common cause such as design flaw, software error, operator error, or other root cause
common to the components. This could happen within a single nuclear power plant, across multiple nuclear
power plants, or even across other types of power plants and critical infrastructure where similar
components or systems are used. As the failures expand beyond a single plant, there is a relationship
between them that occurs across multiple plants and would generally occur within components with similar
hardware and software characteristics.
Consider an interconnected process involving the installation or updating of firmware on a digital
component within a plant. This process is likely similar, or the same across many different plants. The
software will most likely originate at the industrial control system (ICS) manufacturer and will make its
way to the plant through a series of steps and other components like a USB drive or a laptop and finally be
installed on the component that is operating within the plant. If an adversary wanted to affect the largest
number of components within plants at once, the access point that would provide the highest value to them
would be at the manufacturer. For example, Duqu is a malware threat that focused on gathering intelligence
data and assets from entities such as ICS manufacturers as reconnaissance for future attacks [3]. Attacking
the manufacturer’s software development network could potentially provide an access pathway into all their
customers’ systems and potentially allow for a coordinated cyber attack across many different systems and
plants.
A single attack vector might entail compromising a single software system such as that used in a
programmable logic controller (PLC) that exists in multiple systems and which, if exploited, would cause
the event or series of events necessary to achieve the adversary’s goals. In an example scenario, if an
adversary goal is to create core damage, the adversary might need to manipulate a system into an undesired
state as well as confuse the operators on the state of that system or the overall plant by providing false
indications to the operators to achieve the objective. This could likely require the adversary to create
multiple attacks, one to manipulate the system and another to manipulate the overall plant displays
including the responses from other systems. To carry out these attacks, the adversary may need to establish
multiple vectors into the plant to affect all the necessary components. Gaining access to the systems
becomes much easier if the adversary can find a CVAP that provides access to all or most of the components
needed to begin the attack sequence.

2

CVA AND THE ADVERSARY

As national assets, nuclear power plants in the United States (US) are among the most secure of the
US critical infrastructures. This is driven by the potential adverse consequences that a successful attack on
a nuclear power plant control system could have on the plant operation and the potential consequences to
the public and the environment. An adversary’s intent on carrying out a cyber attack against these plants
may range from disruption of the plant’s power production, large-scale disruption of a regional power grid
[4], local or large-scale economic loss [5], or to cause physical damage to the plant with a goal of causing
some form radiologic release.

2.1 Adversary
Nuclear facilities as designed in the US have robust safety themes that include redundancy and
diversity of control in safety systems, defense-in-depth architectures, reliability in design, and typically use
high quality components and manufacturing. These fundamental design requirements, along with limiting
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communication into control systems that are safety significant or safety related, do a good job of protecting
nuclear facilities from less sophisticated adversaries. For example, a one-way communication device such
as a data diode that is used to segment safety and control systems significantly reduces the likelihood of an
adversary remotely hacking into a safety system and preventing it from performing its functions.
Additionally, random malware that may find its way into a reactor system is not likely to impact plant
safety. The malware might affect the system or plant, which would be a significant local event for the facility
from standpoints of security, reliability, and economics; however, without being designed specifically for
plant ICS components, the malware is unlikely to cause a consequential impact to the surrounding
population or the environment.
Because of the aforementioned design criteria for nuclear power plants, the most important adversary
of concern is an adversary with capability (knowledge and resources) [6] and intent to cause a significant
radiologic release to the environment or widespread economic loss [5]. The adversary needs knowledge of
plant operations and the specific systems and configurations in use. Such an adversary would need to
possess highly technical capabilities to design an effective cyber attack to achieve their objective on such a
complex system. Because data diodes are effective defenses against remote access to these systems and
mitigate the remote access attack vector, the importance of protecting against other interconnected
processes such as supply chain become a higher priority.

2.2 Information, Technology, and Access

Figure 1. Elements Needed for a Successful Cyber Attack

To execute a successful cyber attack, an adversary needs three things: 1) information about the plant,
systems, and components, 2) technical capabilities to develop exploits needed, and 3) access that is gained
through vulnerabilities within the interconnected processes. These three things are notionally represented
within the Venn diagram in Figure 1. The intersection of the three circles is related to the risk to the facility
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from a cyber attack. Reducing the system vulnerabilities or the available information would cause Access
or Information elements to get smaller, respectively, reducing risk from attack by limiting the adversary’s
options. If the overlapping areas are reduced such that the risk space is removed, the adversary must either
expand Technology by advancing the state-of-the-art in their capabilities to overcome defenses or discover
unmitigated vulnerabilities to increase Access.

2.3 Common Vector Access
CVAPs are the intersection between access and technology that allows CCFs. The significance of CVA
has to do with the access an adversary needs in order to execute a successful cyber attack on a nuclear
facility. Imagine an adversary wanted to attack a nuclear facility to achieve the goal of a significant
radiologic release to the environment. The adversary would require an in-depth understanding of how that
reactor plant worked to identify the systems necessary for exploit and attack. They would then need to craft
or obtain the exploits necessary to perform the intended functions and gain access to each network segment
to install the malware. That is, unless the attacker could access the systems through a single pathway. Such
an access path could be through a set of common software that is used on multiple components within a
system or systems and the process that provides connectivity between those components. Access could also
be obtained through an interconnected process with high latency connections, e.g., electronic media like a
CDROM, sent through the mail that has been compromised somewhere along that process. The significance
of the CVAP is that it provides the adversary with a means of accessing the system through an
interconnected process where there is perceived trust and a lack of needed mitigations.

Figure 2. CVAP Compromise Leading to CCFs

Figure 2, above, illustrates how an interconnected process could be used to provide access to multiple
system segments within a plant or across multiple plants. The left side of the diagram represents the first
phase of the attack which is to gain control of the interconnected process. It has its own elements of
Information, Technology, and Access that an adversary must exploit. Consider the attack on the Ukrainian
power grid. To begin the attack on the system, the attackers started with email that contained a malicious
macro. Once triggered, the malware installed a backdoor establishing the CVAP and allowing the attackers
to begin their system reconnaissance. Even though the ICS portion of the grid control was firewalled off
from the enterprise system, the attackers were able to steal the credentials necessary to open VPN
connections to the grid control systems. When they had adequate system information, they began their
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attack to take the grid down and lock out the operators [4, 7]. Ultimately, the VPNs were the CVAPs that
were needed to bring about the CCF across the different distribution management systems run by the
different companies across the grid.
Attacks are usually multi-step or multi-phase. In the Ukrainian attack, the attackers were inside the
Ukrainian networks for months before executing the attack. During this dormant period, they performed
reconnaissance on the Ukrainian systems. They learned what systems were controlled by what and how
they were controlled, what the impact of attacking different parts of the system would be in terms of their
objectives, and how to keep the operators from responding to the attack by, literally, keeping them in the
dark [4]. As such, even an attack that leverages a CVAP will still require at least two phases or types of
attack. One attack to compromise the interconnected system that provides the CVA and the other to
compromise the target system that they want to affect. Without the CVA, the number and types of attacks
grows and grows, making an attack much more difficult for the adversary. Unfortunately, in today’s world
of increased connectivity, efficiency, and convenience, there are many CVAPs.
The following sections give examples of CVA with software and hardware:

2.3.1

Software CVA

Software CVA could be created through the firmware used in multiple devices that exist within a
system such as a PLC or other programmable type of controller like an FPGA. Software development for
digital control systems has been a concern for CCF for quite some time, but this paper focuses on failures
resulting from malevolent actors. Current system design themes, as discussed above, use diversity in
software and components as a mitigation for CCF as well as inspection of elements in the software lifecycle,
where possible. With ever increasing complexity in software and exponential increases in the number of
lines of code, current software analyses have limited ability to identify malicious intent. One of the biggest
concerns in this area is malicious software that can be used to breakout of its component and impact other
interconnected components or systems.

2.3.2

Hardware CVA

Hardware CVA can exist where the supply chain protection is not robust enough to prevent an
adversary from making changes to the hardware design. These changes would then allow for insertion of
malicious code that will be extremely hard to detect and remove. Kaspersky is a cyber security and antivirus company with a reputation as one of the most advanced in detecting and fighting complex cyber
attacks [8]. Recall the attack on the Kaspersky’s networks via Duqu 2.0 where the malware resided in kernel
memory, making detection difficult. Once the malware was finally discovered on their networks (after a
significant amount of time) it was incredibly difficult to purge from their systems due to the nature of how
the threat operated, residing in memory. The sophistication of Duqu 2.0 has been noted as the most advanced
cyber threat ever seen [9]. An adversary with CVA into the hardware supply chain process has a very
important and strategic access vector that is of high value. The adversary would easily be able to add
hardware logic that provides unknown functionality or extra memory to hide malware.

3

MITIGATION

The concepts throughout this paper illustrate the importance of the CVA. In the same way that an
adversary looks for and uses CVAPs, they also very important to the system owner in understanding where
robust protections are needed. When a vulnerability assessment is performed, CVAPs should be identified
and their cyber security controls prioritized. Any gaps or weaknesses in protection should be identified and
addressed. In the world of limited resources with which to protect and defend these systems, CVAPs should
be recognized for what they are and assigned a high priority for defense. The goal in applying mitigations
is to increase the difficulty necessary for an adversary to be successful in their attack.
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One of the most impactful security controls within the communications architecture design of the US
nuclear fleet is the use of hardware based one-way communication devices (data diodes) from the reactor
control and protection systems upper level networks to other or lower level networks. Incorporation of these
data diodes has improved the cyber security posture of nuclear facilities’ instrumentation and control
systems. This single device has significantly increased the difficulty level for an outsider to significantly
impact a nuclear facility. An adversary deprived of any remote access to the system would need to find
another access vector into the system. This would make the risk from other access vectors such as supply
chain or an insider more of a concern, should an attacker target a nuclear facility for a cyber attack. Note
that the notion of an air-gapped system can provide a false sense of security by ignoring the high latency
connections within interconnected processes. An air-gap may add a degree of difficulty for an adversary to
overcome, but an interconnected process has put the air-gapped system in place with the software it is
already running and is still potentially subject to CVAPs. Any process could also have the potential of being
short circuited by an insider, maliciously or otherwise. The insider would then become the surrogate for
remote access by adding additional connections that should not exist and the supply chain could be used to
either insert a virus or provide a remote connection into the targeted control system.
With any process that touches the facility’s digital components, establishing and maintaining trust is
vital. When getting software from a manufacturer, secure means of delivery should be considered with an
additional validation step, e.g., verifying SHA-2 hash values through an out-of-band delivery mechanism.
The manufacturers also need to ensure trust within their hardware and software development systems.
Robust security controls should be implemented on those networks along with a vetting process for
personnel. Third party companies should be held to the same standards with an auditing program in place
to verify that they are maintaining trust requirements. To ensure trusted communications within the control
network, a form of authentication could be employed between devices. This would ensure the integrity of
communications and help prevent attacks such as man-in-the-middle. Some form of communications
monitoring could be employed to discover abnormal network behaviors and alert the operators.
Implementing any of these security controls would raise the cyber security posture for a facility’s control
systems. They would want to analyze the relative risk from these areas and develop an effective
prioritization of cyber security controls based upon their specific needs and to address any deficiencies in
protection.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The significance of the CVA concept is that it helps system architects, operators, and cyber security
personnel responsible for designing, operating, and defending these systems understand the importance of
identifying and the need to limit or protect these access points in the system architectural designs. By doing
this, the system will be more difficult to exploit and gives the system operators and defenders a better
chance at identifying and mitigating an intrusion before the attacker’s goals can be achieved. This concept
of CVA also points to the importance of developing and implementing cyber security controls as early in
the lifecycle as possible, as this is when most access points are designed into the system.
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